




Re-Evolutions 2020

It’s time to dream, everything 
inside and around us looks the 

same, but it is not...It is a “re”-
evolution: revolutions change the 

world; evolutions make it better.
Filotto re-evolves, with irony, 
playing with light and color.



Gatherings / Social distance



Iride

The Iris, the rainbow, the social 
changes…this is a time where 
every social rule requires a new 
behavior. With Iride, the magnetic 
lamp, you decide which position 
you want to take.
Iride arises from the need to have 
a dynamic light: the magnetic 
lamp holder combined with 
directionality of a bright eye 
allows you to overcome the static 
concept of light.
The attached magnet can make 
the Iride lamp a wall light!

Magnetic visions



Elective affinities



Combo

The flat life of a lonely shelf that 
meets a lampholder, magnetism 
does trigger the spark by 
giving thel ight a love free from  
mechanical constraints. The 
magnetic lamp holder moves to 
any point of the shelf, above or 
below, by simply repositioning it, 
in total safety.

Naturally together



Actual couple



Tavolotto

Tavolotto and Tattoo Lamp…free 
spirits who choose with whom to 
light up with every day.
10 tavolotto and 16 lamps to be 
combined to create the ideal 
couple.

Together is love







United colors of Filotto



Metallico

We don’t make shirts but
we dress our cables in colored 
cotton!
Filotto introduces the new metal 
lamp holder in 8 solvent-free 
painted colors and cables covered 
in natural fiber.

Multi-ethnic suggestions



Dynamism



Satinate

Thoughts run fast, ever changing…
Sometimes without words. The 
tattoo lamps block thoughts.
Graphs are also meant not to 
dazzle! We can customize subjects 
and graphics.

Reflections



New horizons



Packaging

Cities can become more green 
thanks to everyone’s responsible 
actions. We choose this path 
giving life to new eco-friendly, 
recycled and recyclable 
packaging.

Don’t break ... the pack!



Why does a lamp have to stay still for 
life? Move it!






